Costume Descriptions by Class (Royal to Noble)
Nobility & Royalty – Men
The nobleman was the peacock and fashion setter. He had titles, money, and property and
displayed them, quite literally, on his body. Although he wielded all the political power in
England, he needed help getting dressed; without his personal servant, he was helpless.
During this period the Englishman felt he was the superior being in the world and therefore
his clothing reflected it. His position at court depended largely upon how he looked and
dressed. Masculine fashion was set by His Majesty and was very showy and elaborate.
Fabrics were glorious! Cost was no object and skilled weavers could seemingly work
miracles. Velvet could have as many as five separate heights in the weave and had a threedimensional appearance. Weavers could produce cloth with their simple looms that modern
computer-run looms cannot duplicate. Silks, satins, damask brocades, velvets and
velveteens were in great demand, along with the usual linens, wools and some fine cottons
from India and Egypt. So since cotton came from the East, linen was much more common
than cotton at that point in time and wool was more common than either.
The garment pieces every nobleman would wear include shirt, hosen (tights), breeches,
doublet, half-cape, hat and shoes/boots. He would have a full circle half-cape for inclement
weather.
Shirts: The shirt is of fine white linen or cotton with standing collar and cuffs edged with a
small gathered or pleated frill. It might also be stitched with black-work embroidery and gold
thread accents and tied at the neck with ribbon. The body and sleeves are full – you may
need about 4 yards of fabric for a shirt. It is strongly recommended to have at least 2-3
shirts, one for each day of the weekend. Court gentlemen would wear a separate starched
ruff; we are not requiring this for our faire in our weather conditions and heat.
Hosen/Tights/Breeches: All noble and upper class gentlemen should wear hose and either
knee pants (called Venetians) or pumpkin pants. In the period, hosen were hand-knitted of
the finest silk and cost upwards of five pounds a pair (about $250 today!) There are several
merchants of tights we can recommend, but our own William Morris makes the best tights on
the market anywhere at http://www.seamlyne.com/. If you wear knee pants you can get away
with knee-high hose so long as there is no gap between socks and trousers.
Doublet: Over the shirt is worn the doublet that is simply a vest with detachable sleeves
made of fine fabric. It has a wide, shallow neckline or a square neck, ends at the waist and
laces up the front, sides or the back. The sleeves are very ornate, and of two basic shapes,
either full at the top and fitted lower arm, or fitted the entire sleeve length with the fabric
matching that of the doublet or the jerkin. All edges should be trimmed. The sleeves may
tie, lace or button into the armhole for underarm ventilation. Note: many people use the term
'doublet' and 'jerkin' interchangeably. The doublet is the vest-like garment; jerkin is the
skirted garment worn over the doublet that went out of fashion at the end of Tudor costume
period.

Hats/Hair: Hair may be collar-length or to the shoulders; whiskers neatly and closely
trimmed. Older men can have more full beards; vain men would curl and pomade their hair
and whiskers. Hats were worn at all times except when bowing to the Queen, would be flat
hats or tall hats made from matching or coordinating fabric. The brim should be stiffened
with buckram or plastic canvas (harder to work with but waterproof) and wire and should be
decorated with piping, trim, feathers and a jeweled pin.
Accessories: The well-turned gentleman has a pouch and dagger hanging from his belt and
perhaps an embroidered handkerchief and gloves. He would wear multiple rings, earrings
and a gold or silver necklace or chain of office as appropriate to the character. Favors and/or
Guild Pins or pewter badges add an additional “layer” to a character, and should be worn on
a sash or tabard at the waist, or “camouflaged” amidst ruffles or straps if worn on the upper
torso.
Scottish gentlemen: These are the details for English classes but the various classes of the
other countries, with nationalistic differences, wore the same essential styles. For the Scots,
of course, the kilt, drape and bonnet take the place of pants and flat cap. The Scottish
gentleman would wear a similar shirt and doublet and accessories as the English gentleman.
The study of Scottish costume and kilts is an entirely separate subject worthy of study.
Please note that the designation of documented and regimented clan tartans did not actually
take place until the 18th Century. So while the actual construction of a kilt is a very precise
and detailed process the use of the „right‟ tartan is a fairly modern concept.

Nobility & Royalty – Women
Although the men were the peacocks of this period, there is no argument strong enough to
convince me that a noble woman who could afford it would allow herself to be out-dressed by
the men around her! For the first time in costuming history women molded the body into the
shape they considered beautiful and fashionable, most notably by corseting the bodice tightly
to push up the breasts, and by the use of the bell-shaped hoop skirt. And of course, for the
ladies, Her Majesty set all trends and was garbed the most beautifully; no one would dare to
out-dress her majesty.
The noble lady was a person of rank and distinction who dressed as well as her father or
husband could afford. She often administered the vast estates when her lord was gone, or in
her own right if she was an uncontested widow. She was well educated and respected; she
often spoke multiple languages fluently and was a power with whom to be reckoned. She
was clever, witty, articulate and politically aware in addition to being beautifully dressed.
Although the one-piece princess-line Flemish gown was still worn by some older, less
fashionable ladies or pregnant ladies (if they ever left their homes!) fashion had evolved to
separate components of bodice, sleeves and skirts. Generally articles of clothing included
chemise, corset, hose/socks, hoop, petticoat, bumroll, two skirts, bodice, shoes, and a cape
for bad weather. For our purposes we wear bloomers for comfort, cleanliness and
convenience even though ladies of the period wore none; that is one way we shall not
attempt authenticity.
Undergarments: The chemise originated as a nightgown that was introduced to court (as
the story goes) by Anne Boleyn who brought the fashion back from France. It was made of
the finest white linen or cotton with a drawstring neck or square yoke and can be decorated
with embroidered black work and pearls. It may either be shirt-length or full length to act as
an additional petticoat; that is a matter of personal preference.
Another option to a chemise is a partlet, which is below the bust in length, open down the
front, gathered into a neckband with a frill or pleated ruffle and is just long enough to tuck into
the bodice front and tie under the arms. This is a matter of personal preference and may be
worn with a smock-type chemise. The smock is more Italian in origin (similar to the 'camisa')
and gives further neckline variations in addition to the drawstring chemise to which we are so
accustomed.
The corset goes over the chemise, however, for our purposes the corset may be built into the
bodice. Use steel boning as it is the most durable, cost efficient and in the long run, most
comfortable. Bloomers should be white linen or cotton and should fall below the knee. Solid
color tights or knee-high hose would be worn underneath the bloomers.
Hoop skirts should have 3 or 4 rungs of metal hoop wire to be sturdy enough to support the
weight of the skirts without buckling. Hoops can be purchased or made, but the body of
them should be cotton or linen so it will breathe, and the hoop wires should be able to be
removed for laundering when needed. There are now commercial patterns available that are
perfectly appropriate for chemises, bloomers and hoops. The bottom rung should be 2-3”

above the hem of the skirt with a fabric ruffle below to help support the hem of the skirts
without showing the impressions of the hoop rungs through the skirts. The circumference of
the hoop should not measure more than 110”. A petticoat should go over the hoop so the
rungs do not show through the skirt fabric; this is immensely tacky and ruins the lines of even
the most beautiful costume.
The Elizabethan silhouette is different from Tudor by the introduction of the bumroll, which
supports the back of the skirts and puffs them out a bit. The design and construction will be
shown in class. The other option for this look is to pad the back cartridge pleating with a
heavier piece of fabric; this will also be shown in class. Here is an example of what padded
pleats looks like: http://pages.ripco.net/~zski/images/ladidiamondbackjpg.jpb (thanks to
Wendy Z. for this image!)
Bodice/Sleeves: The bodice is made of the costume main fabric with no darts or modern
shaping for the bust-line, lined with (pre-washed) cotton canvas for rigidity and laces up the
back or the sides. The flat, stiffened bodice shape is one of the most distinctive features of
Tudor and Elizabethan costuming; a class will be offered to teach proper bodice construction.
Bodice necklines are square; waists have points at the waist front. The tabs, rolls, puffs or
rolls at the shoulder and waist allow for variety and decorative purposes. The sleeves can
lace-up, button or tie in and really offer the best options for individuality in the silhouette of a
noble costume; they may be straight or slashed or paned, full or parti-colored. We will talk
more about the various sleeve options in academy classes.
Skirts: There are two separate skirts, which may be gathered, pleated or cartridge pleated
into waistbands. The over-skirt should match the bodice and be trimmed similarly. The
underskirt usually is of a coordinating fabric that matches stomacher or sleeve fabric. It is
useful to border the hem of both skirts with wide ribbon or contrasting fabric bands, which
may be changed for upkeep of the costume. It is advised to tie the over-skirt to the
underskirt beneath; methods for this will be demonstrated in classes.
Hats/Hair: Only young single ladies wear the hair unbound; married ladies kept their hair
covered even at home. The hair is braided or rolled and tucked inside a snood (crocheted
hair net which attaches at the top of the head) or linen caul. The French hood is no longer in
fashion, thank gods! The most popular hat is now the tall hat, made of plastic canvas and
covered with matching or coordinating fabric. Another lovely and fashionable option is the
attifet. A decorated flat cap with a feather is also appropriate and is worn over a caul or
snood. Patterns and designs of these will be covered in academy classes. One additional
note for all women; bangs are a modern style. Hair is either parted down the middle or
combed back and kept out of the face as the hygiene is not up to our modern standards.
The current fashion, as set by the Queen, is for curly hair but in our humidity this is not
always possible to maintain. It is much easier to simply get it out of the way. For the same
reason, it is not recommended that wigs be worn; they're just too darned hot!
Accessories: All ladies wear as much jewelry as can be afforded within the proper station,
including earrings, necklaces, rings and bracelets. She also has a pouch and embroidered
and trimmed (but not with lace!) handkerchief as well as gloves, a goblet, fan (no folding
fans) made of feathers with a hand mirror attached on the underside. I get mine here:

http://www.featherfans.net/ as Susan is a friend. She has a shop at Scarborough and at
KCRF. Other accessories consistent with the character may be considered. A half-cape is a
good solution to keeping warm and still displaying most of your costume and does not add
too much with the already weighty costume. As suggested during faire,
http://www.clipclocks.com/ provides a huge variety of character appropriate timepieces.
CHILDREN's Costuming: In general, children of this time were dressed as miniature adults.
Infant mortality being what it was children were not really 'dressed' until the time they started
walking around. All children would be dressed in the same style and social standing as their
parents.

Costume Descriptions by Class (Middle & Lower Class)
Upper Middle Class – Men
The upper-middle class man would often be gentry or petty nobility with his own house and
lands. He might also be a servant in a nobleman’s household, a rich merchant or highly
successful craftsman. He has servants to see to his clothing and personal appearance, so
the upper middle class man dresses as well as he can afford, including paying the sumptuary
tax on some item as that he can be even more richly dressed. In this day and age for the first
time, a person could better himself based upon an appearance of affluence. A well-turned
leg could draw the attention of the Queen; examples include, Christopher Hatton
Shirts: The shirts are made of fine linen or cotton with trim or some black-work embroidery
on the standing collar and cuffs with the pleated frill. They have full sleeves ending in a
narrow buttoned or tied cuff. The body may be full or gathered or pleated into a yoke.
Hosen/Tights/Pants: Upper middle class gentlemen should also wear hose with knee pants
(called Venetians) or pumpkin pants, echoing his betters as closely as can be afforded.
Venetians are knee breeches that are cut fairly full at the waist and very fitted to below the
knee, ending in a narrow buttoned or tied cuff. Middle class gentlemen may wear knee
hosen but they must come up under the trouser cuff. It would be very tacky for this class of
gentleman to show any bare leg.
Doublet: The doublet is the same cut as nobility, but with slightly less rich fabric (nonmetallic, one-color brocades or velvet, corduroy, fine wool or heavy finely-textured linen) and
more simple trim with less ornate decoration. Consider using bands of grosgrain ribbon with
piping and trim or plain-colored embroidery. The appearance can be as elaborate as the
character could afford, and the sumptuary laws allow, so sometimes he would not look very
different from the appearance of any noble gentleman.
Hats/Hair: Hair may be collar-length or to the shoulders; whiskers neatly and closely
trimmed. Older men would have more full beards. Hats are worn at all times except when
bowing to the Queen, and would be flat hats made from matching or coordinating fabric. The
brim should be stiffened with buckram and wire and should be decorated with trim, feathers
and a nice pin to hold the brim and feathers in place.
Accessories: The biggest single difference, for our purposes, in appearance between the
middle class man and the upper is the omission of the stylish half-cape, which would only be
worn for formal occasions. Men of this class would either be clean-shaven or sport a welltrimmed beard and mustache. A crisp flat cap with sweeping feather would perch at a slight

angle atop his well-groomed head. Accessories include pouch and dagger hung from the belt,
and some jewelry.

Upper Middle Class – Women
Ladies of this class are wives or daughters of knights, country squires, or wealthy merchants
or successful artisans and would have their own servants. They might also be high-ranking
servants in a noble household with a good deal of authority of their own. Wives and
daughters are completely under the control of their male relatives, having few rights, but
widows in this time begin to have much more freedom, being allowed in some cases to

continue their dead husband’s business and administer the property in their own right. Like
their male counterparts, they dress as well as they can afford.
Undergarments: The lady’s chemise varies in style and cut; often square-necked, closed
with a drawstring or high-necked but always of a fine handkerchief linen or cotton. It might
have ruffles or pleats at the neck and wristbands with some black-work embroidery. A
married lady or conservative spinster wears her chemise closed down the front and a single
or dashing lady could wear hers open but in very cold weather everybody would wear it
closed. Over the chemise she wears a corset, hoop skirt, petticoat and bumroll just like the
noble ladies but in a less exaggerated style.
Bodice/Sleeves: The bodice echoes that of the noblewoman in cut, design and closure as
closely as may be afforded by the character. Again, the corset may be built into the bodice
for one less layer but should be stiffly boned with metal stays to provide support and maintain
the proper shape. Sleeves tie or button in and echo the court lady as closely as possible,
again offering the greatest options for variety.
Skirts: Two skirts are worn, with the over-skirt matching the bodice and split to show the
under-skirt, most likely of solid fabric rather than multi-colored brocade. Skirts are gathered,
pleated or cartridge pleated with a slightly longer hem in back to allow for the bumroll in the
back.
Hats/Hair: Again, only young single ladies wear the hair unbound; married ladies keep hair
braided or rolled and tucked inside a snood or linen caul. The shape of hat is determined by
character; only up-coming fashionable ladies would wear the tall hat if they could afford it.
The most common hat is still the flat cap, covered with matching or coordinating fabric and
decorated with trim and a feather. The attifet with caul or snood is also a good option.
Patterns and designs for each of these will be covered in academy classes.
Accessories: She still wears the household keys at her belt, but probably not knife anymore.
She eats with a table knife and three-tined fork instead. She would carry several pouches on
her belt and for a festival day, her cup would also hang from her belt. She has a fine feather
fan or pomander; jewelry includes gold and silver chains, strings of glass beads, semiprecious stones, or small pearls. She may wear rings, brooches and earrings. Again, she
echoes her betters as closely as she can afford.

Lower Middle Class- Men
A working class man still echoes his betters as much as he can afford to do so. Fabrics are
still textured and as good a quality as he could afford; a bit plainer and rougher but still
purchased as opposed to being woven at home. Colors are still fairly bright for this social
class. Blue dye (medium Wedgwood color) was so cheap and plentiful that it is almost
implied for servants and apprentices to trades, so anyone with any social pretensions wants
to avoid that color. Trims are simple bands of grosgrain ribbon, plain piping or bands of
contrasting fabric. Everyone wears his or her best garments, as this is a festival event;

everyone wants to impress as much as possible and can be afforded.
Shirts: He wears an off-white or colored shirt with straight body or one that is gathered into a
front yoke and might even have a small neck ruffle if he is prosperous. It should be made of
linen or cotton. The sleeves are full with either a drawstring or a buttoned cuff at the wrist.
Please, no shirts with elastic at the wrists; they should have narrow cuffs, as the drawstring is
a feature of feminine chemises.
Hosen/Tights/Pants: The below-knee length trousers or breeches have a drawstring waist or
buttoned banded waistband and knee. Recommended fabrics are cotton corduroy, brushed
cotton, heavy linen, worsted wool; it can even be the same fabric as the doublet.
Doublet: The doublet is the same basic shape but of plain wool, heavy linen or denim-weight
cotton and can button or lace down the front. It should have a peplum or extend past the
waist.
Hats/Hair: Hair may be collar-length or to the shoulders; whiskers neatly and closely
trimmed. Older men would have more full beards. The hat is the same flat cap worn by his
betters but with perhaps a simple local bird feather he’s picked up for decoration and a plain
pin to hold the brim and feather in place.
Accessories: He wears a plain leather belt from which hangs leather or fabric pouch, knife,
mug, bowl and any tools used in the character’s trade. The belt is worn over the doublet waist
and helps hold it down since his doublet is not boned, as the upper class gentleman's must
be. Jewelry, if any would be very simple in design, made of wood, bone, glass or semiprecious cabochon stones in settings of brass or pewter. Buttons would be the most common
form of ornamentation. Non-functional jewelry is for the upper classes. An upper middle
class man would not wear a sword unless he is a soldier but would wear a dagger for work or
eating purposes.
Lower Middle Class- Women
The lower middle class woman will, by definition, be a working woman whether in a shop, at
home or in the fields. Her clothing will still be as good quality as she can afford and likely will
be of purchased fabrics and trims. She mimics her betters as much as she can afford,
especially if she is husband-searching. In this time a pretty face, form and raiment can mean
a ticket to a higher class for herself and her family members if she is canny and lucky. Her
hat and pouch might be embroidered if the character would have the leisure time and the
inclination for that sort of thing.

Undergarments: This woman owns more than one chemise and while the fabric is plainer
than upper middle class ladies, it is of finer quality than peasants can afford and made cloth
she would have purchased rather than weaving it herself if she could afford to do so. A small
bumroll tied on over the chemise helps support the skirts and keep them from wrapping
around the ankles. This replaces the hoop for women who need the flexibility of moving
around inside a shop or in the fields. The petticoat would be corded rather than boned for the
same reason. Tights/knee socks, bloomers and simple leather shoes complete the basic
underpinnings.
Bodice/Sleeves: The bodice is tightly fitted and sewn with steel boning in the lining to have
the effect of a corset. It should be decorated with ribbon, piping or simple trim. It may match
the skirts or be made of a slightly more fancy contrasting fabric. It may have plain or paned
sleeve caps and simple tie-in sleeves that either match or coordinate with the bodice.
Skirts: The skirts may be pleated, gathered or gored with one decorated with ribbon and
simple embroidery or made of a richer material than the other. The richer or newer skirt is
worn over the underskirt, and often tucked up out of the dirt of the streets.
Hats/Hair: The head covering may be a coif or caul and flat cap with a feather or simple
decoration, a bag hat, muffin cap or straw hat with a bit of decoration. Hair is neatly combed
and tucked up out of the way. Flower garlands are only appropriate for young and unmarried
ladies.
Accessories: The accessories hang from a plain leather belt worn either under or over the
bodice waist. She might carry keys for the various chests and cupboards in the house),
other implements as well as cup, small knife and plain handkerchief. Again, trims are simple
bands of ribbon or contrasting fabric. Hat & pouch may match the fabric of the rest of the
garments. Jewelry, if any, would be very simple in design, made of glass or semi-precious
stones in settings of brass or pewter. Buttons would be the most common form of
ornamentation. She could likely carry a plain basket covered with a cloth or several pouches
hanging from her belt. A non-black cloak or shawl of linen or wool would serve to keep off the
rain.

Lower/Peasant Class- Men
For the peasant class, fabrics are coarsely woven, usually woven at home of wool or linen
and not pure white. The wool trade is booming in England at this time and so anyone who
could afford to keeps sheep (all Scotsman jokes aside.) Since they can’t afford to buy fabric,
they weave and make everything they wear. Leather would be available from hunting for
making belts, shoes and pouches. Colors for dyeing were from plentiful natural sources and
so would be available to anyone.
Shirts: Male peasants wear shirts similar to middle class, but less full of sleeve, less fitted
and made of a rougher fabric but still echoing the same shape. Please, no elastic at the wrist
of shirts; drawstring or cuff that ties or laces up.

Hosen/Tights/Pants: Breeches are less fitted and if worn full-length, they may be cross-tied
from knee to ankle. It depends upon character choice and income as to whether the lower
legs are bare or the trousers are long and tied down for working in the fields. Everyone but
the poorest beggar has cloth stockings and shoes. For our purposes everybody has shoes,
even the beggars because there can be who-knows-what on the ground!
Doublet: The doublet is sleeveless, less fitted and ties or laces up the front with perhaps a bit
of grosgrain ribbon around the edge.
Hats/Hair: The hat can be a bag hat, coif, muffin cap or straw hat. Hair may be long or short
but should still be neatly combed and tied back if long, as this is a faire day. All lower class
men would likely be bearded and mustached.
Accessories: A plain leather belt holds up the pants and carries any accessories he uses
such as pouch, knife, wooden bowl, and any items needed for job or craft. If he is seeking
work it is all the more important that he display any tools or craft-items he owns as that would
advertise his skills. A lower class man would not carry a sword but would have a dagger for
work and eating purposes.

Lower/Peasant Class- Women
These are the women for whom work is never done. All fabrics would be stuff made at home
and therefore rough and rarely white. Dyes are from natural sources and so do not have to
be just earth-tones but trims would be simple; garments would be worn and worn, re-cut and
home-made. She works in the fields and the home and seldom has changes of clothes from
day to day.
Undergarments: A peasant woman wears a long-sleeved chemise or shift under everything,
which doubles as her night shirt. It is made of rougher, usually hand-woven, linen or wool
(cotton for our purposes) of an off-white or a more dull and washed out color. It has a
drawstring closure at neck and wrists; please, no elastic. Please do not wear a divided or
open-sleeved design of chemise. For our purposes, women all wear bloomers or if they will
never show, bike shorts are permissible.
Bodice/Sleeves: She wears a tight-fitting, scoop or square necked bodice or vest which
usually comes to a point in front and laces or buttons on over the shift.

Skirts: Women wear two skirts for several reasons. We’ve already established that layering
provides comfort either from the heat or from the cold as well that the first skirt functions as a
petticoat for the second. And then, of course, if one got dirty or stained, it can be switched
around. The upper skirt, usually newer than the underskirt, is tucked up out of the dirt.
*Note: Please do not wear divided skirts with the corners tucked up; this is a style that will be
reserved for the brothel women. As it would not be proper for respectable village women or
girls to do so, please do not kilt up your skirts to show your knees.
Hats/Hair: Every woman over the age of thirteen had her hair covered by some sort of
headgear such as a biggin, caul or muffin cap plus straw hat for outings. Again, flower
garlands are appropriate head-wear for only young and unmarried girls. The hair itself is
braided or bundled up out of the way. Woman sometimes wore cloth hosen and some sort of
shoes. Remember, no bare feet at faire!
Accessories: Accessories include a plain leather belt with pouch, cup, bowl, small eating
knife and any tools of her occupation. There might also be an apron over the skirts to keep
them clean while doing some sort of work, which would be most of the time. She has a small
hand-woven basket to carry things gathered in the fields or purchased at morning market. In
cold or rainy weather, she has a cape or shawl to wrapped around her or the blanket from the
bed if that is all there is to the household.

